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Regular Holonomic Systems and their Minimal 
Extensions II 

Application to the Multiplicity Formula for Verma Modules 

Jiro Sekiguchi 

§ O. Introduction 

(0.1) This note together with [10] is an introduction to a part of 
Professor Kashiwara's lectures at RIMS in 1981. As explained in [10], 
the contents of the lectures were concerned with the recent development 
of the regular holonomic systems and its application to the representation 
theory of a semisimple Lie algebra. 

In this note, we give a report on the part of "its application to the re
presentation theory". 

(0.2) The multiplicity formula for Verma modules conjectured by 
Kazhdan-Lusztig [7] was proved by Brylinski-Kashiwara [3] and Beilinson
Bernstein [1]. 

In this note we give an outline of a proof of the multiplicity formula 
based on Kashiwara's lectures. Needless to say, we do not give a complete 
proof of all the results stated in [3]. We mainly give a summary and de
scribe in detail the theorems whose proofs are slightly different from the 
ones in [3]. They are Theorems (3.3) and (3.4) in this note. We use the 
Beilinson-Bernstein Theorem in [1] to prove Theorem (3.3) and simplify the 
proof of Theorem (3.4) by using the Bernstein-Gelfand-Gelfand Theorem 
stated in (1.11.1). 

(0.3) We frequently use the notation and results in [10] without notice. 
Accordingly we recommend the reader to consult the report [10] in reading 
this note. On the other hand, the report written by Tanisaki [12] contains 
topics related to the text of this note and further applications of the !!2-
Modules to the representation theory. 

§ 1. The category @ 

(1,1) Let 9 be a semisimple Lie algebra over C and let t be a Cartan 
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sub algebra of g. Let 0 be a Borel subalgebra of g containing t. Then 
o=t+n is a direct sum decomposition, where n=[o, 0] is the nilpotent 
radical orb. 

For a Lie algebra a, U(a) denotes the universal enveloping algebra 
ofa. 

(1.2) Let .1 be the root system of (g, t) and let .1+ be the positive 
system of .1 corresponding to O. For later use, we define p= 1/2 ~aEJ+a 
as usual. Let Wbe the Weyl group. 

Definition (1.3). Let 0 be the category of U(g)-modules defined as 
follows. 

A U(g)-module M is an object of 0 if and only if M satisfies the 
following properties: 

(1.3.1) M is a finitely generated U(g)-module. 

(1.3.2) For any U EM, we have dim U(o)u < 00. 

A morphism in this category is a g-homomorphism. 

(1.4) If M is a g-module, then for any A E t* we define 

Ml={u E M; (H-A(H))NU=O for any HE t, N»O}. 

The category @ introduced in [2] is a full subcategory of 0. An object 
M of 0 is contained in @ if and only if (H - A(H))Ml = 0 for any A E t* and 
HE t. 

(1.5) Let {} be an involution of g such that (}It= -Id. We note that 
such a {} exists unique up to inner automorphisms of g. Using {}, we induce 
a g-module structure on HomcCM, C) in the following way: For any 
A E g, the action of A on Homc(M, C) is defined by 

(1.5.1) <Af, u)= -<f, (}(A)u) for fE Homc(M, C) and u E M. 

Let M be an object of 0. Then we define M* by 

M*={fE Homc(M, C); f(Ml)=O except a finite number of A}. 

(1.6) We now state some fundamental properties of the category 0. 
Most of the results are shown by arguments similar to those for the results 
to the category @. For this reason, we omit their proof. The reader may 
consult [2, 4]. 

(1.6.1) Let O-+M'-+M-+M"-+O be an exact sequence of g-modules. 
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Then the following statements hold. 
(i) M is an object of @ if and only if M' and M" are objects of @. 
(ii) If M is an object of @, then for any A E ±* we have an exact 

sequence O~Mi~M,J~Mi'~O. Moreover, dim M,J< 00. 

(1.6.2) Each object of @ has a composition series of finite length. 

(1.6.3) (i) If M is an object of @, so is M*. 
(ii) For any object M of @, we have (M*)*=M. 
(iii) If we define a functor * of @ to @ by M~M*, then * is a con

travariant exact functor. 
We here note that (1.6.1) (i) is particular to @ and does not hold for 

<!J. 

(1.7) For any ME @, we define 

ch M = I: dim (M,J)e,J 
lEt* 

and call it the character of M (cf. [4]). 
We here give two basic properties of chM which are consequences of 

(1.6). 

(1.7.1) If M is an object of @, then 

chM=chM*. 

(1.7.2) If O~M'~M~M"~O is an exact sequence of objects of @, then 
we have 

ch M =ch M' +ch Mil. 

(1.8) For any A E ±*, we define a g-module M(A) by 

M(A) = U(g)j U(g)n + I: U(g)(H-(A-p)(H)) 
HEt 

and call it the Verma module with the highest weight A - p. There exists 
a unique maximal proper g-submodule K of M(A). We set L(A)=M(A)jK. 
The g-module L(A) is a simple module. 

Proposition (1.8.1) (cf. [4]). For any A E t*, we have 

(1.9) Let Z(g) be the center of U(g). Then it is known (cf. [4]) that 
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for any A E t*, there exists an algebra homomorphism Xl of Z(g) to C such 
that (P-X.(P»IM{A)=O for any P E Z(g). Noting this, we define 

@[l]={ME@; (P-X.(P»IM=O foranYPEZ(g)}. 

Clearly M(A) and L(A) are contained in @[ll. We note that @[Wl]=@[l] for 
any w E Wand that any simple module contained in @[l] is isomorphic to 
some L(wA) (w E W). 

(1.10) It follows from (1.6.2) that for any ME @, there exists a 
sequence of g-modules {Mj}i=o such that Mo=M, Mr=O, Mj-:JMj+! and 
Mj/Mj+! is a simple module. Then we put r(M)=r and call it the length 
of M. For a simple object S of @, we denote by [M: S] the number of 
times of the appearance of S in the composition factor series of M. It 
follows from (1.6.2) that [M: S] is always finite. 

(1.11) We introduce a Bruhat order :<::;: on W. Let wand w' be in 
W. Then w~w' if and only if XW~XW'. Here Xw and Xw ' denote the 
Bruhat cells defined in (2.3) of the next section. 

We state a fundamental result due to Bernstein-Gelfand-Gelfand [2]. 

Theorem (1.11.1) (cf. [2]). For any two elements w, w' of W, we have 
[M( -wp): L( -w'p)]::;t=O if and only ifw>w'. 

(1.12) For later use, we define K(@[p])=L;wEwZ(chL(wp)). Then 
it is clear from the definition that for any ME @[pJ' ch M is contained in 
K(@[pJ). 

Lemma (1.13). Let f be a map of @[PJ to K(@[pJ) satisfying the condi
tions (i), (ii): 

(i) f(M(wp»)=O for any w E W. 
(ii) If 0---+ M' ---+ M ---+ Mil ---+0 is an exact sequence of objects in @[PJ' 

then f(M) = f(M') + f(M"). 
Then we have f =0. 

This lemma is easy to prove. 

§ 2. Localization of g-modules 

(2.1) Let G be a connected and simply connected Lie group with the 
Lie algebra g. Let B be the Borel subgroup of G with the Lie algebra 0 
and let T be the maximal torus of G with the Lie algebra t. 

Let X=G/B be the flag manifold. Since any two Borel subgroups of 
G are conjugate each other and since the normalizer of B coincides with B 
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itself, X is regarded as the totality of Borel subgroups of G. 

(2.2) For any A E g, we define a vector field D A on X as follows. If 
f(x) is a function on X, then 

By definition, we have [D A, D A'] = D[A,A'] for any A, A' E g. Therefore the 
map g~r(X, ~x) defined by A~DA induces an algebra homomorphism 
of U(g) to reX, ~x)' 

Since DA,,,,(A E g) span the tangent space T",X, the map ¢: g~T",X 
defined by ¢(A)=DA,,,, is surjective. If x=gB, we define o(x)=Ad(g)o 
and n(x)=Ad(g)n. Then Ker¢=o(x). This implies that T",X=gjo(x). 
Accordingly we have T;X=o(x).L. Since o(x).Lcg*, we obtain a map 
T*X~Xxg*. Composing this map and the projection from Xxg* to g*, 
we can define a map r: T*X~g* by rex, 2)=2 for any x E X, 2 E o(x).L. 
Then it is easy to see that (l1(D A) = A 0 r for any A E g. 

(2.3) Let W=NaCT)jT be the Weyl group. For any WE W, we take 
a representative W of NaCT). Then we define a point wB of X. Since this 
point does not depend on the choice of a representative of w, we can define 
an injective map of W to X by w~wB. Due to this map, we may regard 
Was a finite subset of X. In the sequel, we frequently regard W as the 
finite subset of X. For any W E W, we put Xw=BwcX. Then according 
to Bruhat, we see that X= UWEWXw is a disjoint union. Define l(w)= 
dim Xw for any w E W. 

(2.4) Let M~Oh(~X) be the category of coherent ~x-Modules which 
have global good filtrations. Let D iR) be the category of finitely gener
ated R-modules. Here we set R=r(X, ~x). Then we have the following 
theorem due to Beilinson-Bernstein [1]. This plays an important role in 
the subsequent discussion. 

Theorem (2.5). The functor taking the global sections r: vIt ~r(X, vIt) 
is an equivalence of the categories M~Oh (~x) and D iR). The inverse functor 
is given by M~~X®RM(M E DiR)). 

Remark (2.6). It is not known if any coherent ~ x-Module vIt on X 
has a global good filtration. But if vIt is regular holonomic, it follows from 
[6] that vIt has a global good filtration. In the following sections, we re
strict our attention mainly to regular holonomic systems. Therefore 
Theorem (2.5) is sufficient for our purpose. 
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§ 3. The category an 
(3.1) We define a category an of coherent ~x-Modules on X. An 

object Jt of an is a regular holonomic system on X with the condition 
Ch (Jt)C UwewT;wX. It follows from [6] that an is a subcategory of 
M~oh(~X)' 

(3.2) It follows from [9] that Jff'~xwJ(c9x)=O (k=l=n-l(w» for any 
W E W. Noting this, we define 

Jt w = (Jff'[i~~W)( c9 x»*. 

,Here we put n=dimX. The following statements hold (cf. [9,3]). 

(3.2.1) Jt w, Jt; E an. 
(3.2.2) SuppJtw=SuppJt;=X'w. 

(3.2.3) Hk(X, Jt;)=O 

(3.2.4) Jff'tuxwlJt;)=O 

(Vk>O). 

(Vk). 

(3.2.5) t acts semisimply on T(X, Jt:!). 

(3.2.6) ch (TeX, Jt:!»=ch (M( -wp». 

Theorem (3.3). The functor in Theorem (2.5) induces an equivalence 
between the categories an and @[PJ. 

Proof Let Jt be an object of an. We put M=T(X, Jt). Then it 
follows from Theorem (2.5) that M is a finitely generated U(g)-module and 
that (P-XiP»!M=O for any P E Z(g). Hence to prove that M is an ob
ject of @[p], it suffices to show that dim U(o)u< 00 for any u E M. Since 
Jt is regular holonomic, it follows from [10] that there exists a global good 
filtration {Jt(j)}jez satisfying the condition: 

(3.3.1) For any j and m, if P E P)x(m) satisfies that O'm(P)! Ch(Jt)=O, 
then PJt(j)c;;;.Jt(j+m-l). 

We put Mj=T(X, Jt(j» for any j E Z. It follows from the definition of 
a global good filtration that each Jt(j) is a coherent c9x-Module. Since 
al(DA)!Ch(Jt)=O for any A EO, we find that D.4Jt(j)cJt(j) (Vje Z). 
Accordingly we see that AMj c;;;. MiV A EO) and moreover that U(O )MJ ~ M j 

for any j E Z. Take an element u of M. Since M = U JEZ M j , u is con
tained in M j for some j E Z. Then U(O )uc;;;. U(O )MJ ~ M J• Since X is pro
jective algebraic, owing to Serre's theorem we conclude that dim U(O)u~ 
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dimMj<oo. We have thus proved that M=T(X, .,It) is an object of 
@[pJ. 

We next show that for any M e @[PJ' 91x®RMis an object ofIDt The 
proof of this is rather long. Therefore we accomplish the proof by de
composing into three steps. 

Step 1. Foranywe W, Ch(91x®RM(-wp»~UyewTlyX. 

Proof It follows from (1.8) that 

fldx ®R M( -wp)=91x/ L: 91xD..t+ L: 91x(DH+(WP+p)(H» . 
..ten HEI 

Then we find that Ch(91x®BM(-wp»~r-1(6). Noting that r-1(6)= 
U yE W TlyX, we obtain the claim in Step 1. 

Step 2. For any we W, 91X®BL( -wp) is an object of~. 

Proof Since M( -wp)~L( -wp)~O is exact, it follows from Theorem 
(2.5) that 91X®BM( -wP)~fldX®BL( -wp)~O is exact. Then we conclude 
from [10] that Ch(91x®BL(-wp»~r-1(6). Next we show that 91X®B 
L( -wp) is regular holonomic. We set M=T(X, .,It!). Then it follows 
from (3.2.6) that -wp-p is a highest weight of M. Thismeansthatthere 
exists an element u(*O) of M such that nu=O and Hu= -(wp+p)(H)u 
for any He t. Since Theorem (2.5) implies that .,It!=91x ®BMandin 
particular this is regular holonomic and since L( -wp) is a subquotient 
module of M, we conclude from [10] that 91X®BL( -wp) is regular holo
nomic. Hence the claim in Step 2 is proved. 

Step 3. For any Me @[PJ' 91 x® BM is an object of ~. 

Proof We prove the statement by induction on the length reM) of 
M. 

If r(M)= I, it follows from (1.9) that there exists an element w of W 
such that M=L( -wp). Then we conclude from Step 2 that 91X®BM is 
an object of ~. 

We fix a positive integer r. Assuming that for any M' e @[pJ such that 
r(M')<r-l, fldX®BM' is an object of~, we show that if M is an object 
of@[p] such that r(M)=r, then fldx®BMis in~. It is clear that there are 
a g-submodule M'· of M and w e W such that reM') = r -I and that 

O~M'~M~L( -wp)~O 

is an exact sequence. Then it follows from Theorem (2.5) that 
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is an exact sequence. Owing to the hypothesis of the induction and Step 
2, we conclude that !!J x® RM E 9)(. 

We have thus proved the claim in Step 3 by induction. 
From the above discussion, Theorem (3.3) is completely proved. 

Theorem (3.4). For any w E W, the following statements hold. 
(i) We put fi' w=!!Jx®RL( -wp). Then fi' w=fi'(Xw, X). Here 

2(Xw, X) is the minimal extension of J'l'[X~lW)(@x)1 X -axw to X. 
(ii) rex, vltw)=M( -wp), rex, vIt;)=M( -wp)*. 

Proof (i) We prove by induction on lew). 
First we assume that l(w)=O. Then w=e. Since Xe consists of one 

point, we conclude from [10] that fi' e = vIt; is a minimal extension. 
Next we assume that fi'y = fi'(Xy , X) for any YEW such that l(y)< 

lew) and show that fi'w=fi'(Xw, X). PuttingM=r(X,vIt;),weseefrom 
(3.2.6) that L( -wp) is a subquotient of M, that is, there are g-submodules 
N j , Nz of M such that N j c Nz and that N z/ N j = L( - w p). Then owing to 
Theorem (1.11.1), we find that each composition factor of M/ N2 and N j is 
isomorphic to L( -w'p) for some w' E W such that w'<w. Therefore it 
follows from Theorem (2.5) that fi' w Ix _ a x w = vIt; Ix _ ax w. Noting this, we 
need only to prove the following: 

(3.4.1) If vIt is a coherent !!J x-Module such that vIt is a subquotient of 
fi'w and that Suppvlt~aXw, then vIt=O. 

Let vIt be such a !!J x-Module. Then rex, vIt) is a subquotient of 
L( -wp). But L(-wp) is simple. Therefore we find that rex, vIt) is 
L(-wp) orO. If rex, vIt)=L(-wp), then vIt=fi'w and in particular 
Supp vIt = Xw. This is a contradiction. On the other hand, if reX, vi{) 
=0, then it follows from Theorem (2.5) that vIt=o. Hence (3.4.1) and 
therefore (i) is proved. 

(ii) We put N=(r(X, vIt;»*. Then chN=chN*=chM(-wp). 
Hence Homg(M( -wp), N)*O. Let f be a non-trivial g-homomorphism 
of M( -wp) to N and put N' =N/f(M( -wp». Then we obtain an exact 
sequence O--+N'*----+N*----+M( -wp)*. This combined with Theorem (1.11.1) 
implies that each composition factor of N'* is isomorphic to L( - w' p) for 
some w' E W, W' <w. Therefore we find that Supp (!!Jx®RN'*)~aXW" On 
the other hand, we have an inclusion !!Jx®RN'*~!!JX®RN*=vIt;. It 
follows from (3.2.4) and [10] that J'l'~xw(vIt;)=£'~axw](vIt;)=O. These 
imply that !!Jx®RN'*=O. Therefore we find from Theorem (2.5) that N'* 
=0. This means that N* is a submodule of M( -wp)*. But the charac
ters of these modules coincide. Accordingly we conclude that rex, vIt;) 
=M(-wp)*. 
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Next we put M = reX, vii w). Since (i) shows that 2; = 2'V for any 
YEW, the composition factors of vii w coincide with those of vii; including 
their multiplicities. Hence it follows from Theorem (2.5) that the compo
sition factors of M coincide with those of M(-wp)*=r(X, vii;). In 
particular we find that chM=chM( -wp). Therefore we have an exact 
sequence M( -wp)--+M--+N'--+O such that Im(M( -wp)--+M) *0. Then 
it follows from Theorem (2.5) that Ylx®RM( -wp)--+vIIW--+YlX®RN'--+O is 
an exact sequence. We see that (Ylx®RN')* is a coherent Ylx-sub-Module 
of vii; and also see from Theorem (1.11.1) that Supp(Ylx®RN')*~aXw. 
Hence we can show (Ylx®RN')*=O by an argument similar to the discus
sion above. Therefore N' =0 and M( -wp)--+M--+O is exact. Since 
chM( -wp)=chM, we conclude that M( -wp)=M. q.e.d. 

Conjecture (3.5). For any vii E m, the following holds: 

rex, vII*),:=.F(X, vIt)*. 

§ 4. The multiplicity formula for Verma modules 

(4.1) Let w, w' be elements of W. Then we can define Kazhdan
Lusztig polynomial P w,w,(q) E Z[q] (cf. [8]). We do not give here a precise 
definition of Pw,w.(q) but only note that the foHowing theorem holds. 

Theorem (4.1.1) (cf. [8]). For any w, w' E W, we have 
(i) L:k dim.n"2k(trxw')wqk=Pw,w,(q). 
(ii) .n"2k-l(trxw)=0 for any k. 
One finds in [11] an alternative proof of this theorem due to Mac

Pherson. 

Theorem (4.2). For any w E W, we have the following statements. 
(i) R.n"om",xC{!}x, 2 w)=trxJ -en-lew»~]. 
(ii) R.n"om",x({!}x, vIIw)=CxJ -en-lew»~]. 

Proof. The claim (i) follows from a general result (cf. [3, 10]). 
We prove (ii). 

Ylg£«.n"[x!~W)( {!} x»*) 

== (Ylg£(.n"[x!~W)( {!} x))) * 
= (Ylg£(Rr[xw]({!}x)[n-l(w)]))* 

=(Rr xw(Ylg£({!}x))[n-l(w)])* 

(cf. (3.2» 

=(Rr xw(Cx»*[ -en-lew»~] 

=(R.n"omcxCCxw' Cx»*[ -en-lew»~] 
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=Cx .. [ -(n-l(w»]. qe.d. 

(4.3) We review the index of a holonomic system (cf. [5]). 

Definition (4.3.1). Let J{ be a holonomicsystem on X. Then we 
define 

X",(J{) = 2:: (-1)1 dim (gxtkidJx, J{)",) ('tx EX). 
j 

A fundamental property of X",(J{) is the following. 

Lemma (4.3.2). If 0->; J{' ->;J{ ->;J{" ~O is an exact sequence oj holo
nomic systems on X, then we have 

Jor any x E X. 

Theorem (4.4). For any ME @[p], we have 

ch (M)= 2:: (-I)n-l(w)Xw(.~xQ9M) ch (M( -wp». 
wEW R 

Proof We define a mapJof@[p] to K(@[p]) by 

J(M)=ch(M)- 2:: (_1)n-l(w)Xw(!')xQ9M) ch (M( -wp». 
wEW R 

Then it follows from Theorem (4.2) (ii), (1.7.2) and Lemma (4.3.2) that the 
conditions (i) and (ii) in Lemma (1.13) hold for J(M). Therefore Lemma 
(1.13) implies the theorem. q.e.d. 

(4.5) We are in a position to prove the theorem conjectured by 
Kazhdan-Lusztig [7] and proved by Brylinski-Kashiwara [3] and Beilinson
Bernstein [1]. 

Theorem (4.6). [M( - wp): L( - w' p)] = P wow,wow' (1) ('tw, w' E W). 
Here Wo is the unique element oj W such that Xwo is open in X. 

Proof By an inversion formula for Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials 
(cf. [7]), the theorem is equivalent to the following identity: 

(4.6.1) ch(L(-wp»= 2::(-I)Z(w)-!(Y)Py ,w(l)ch(M(-yp» ('tWE W). 
yEW 

We are going to prove (4.6.1). It follows from Theorem (4.4) that 

ch(L( -wp»= 2:: (-I)n-l(Y)X lI(2'w) ch (M( -yp». 
yEW 

On the other hand, owing to Theorems (4.1.1) and (4.2), we find that 
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Xi£' w)= I: (-1)1 dimyC'J(n'xw[ -(n-1(w))])y 
j 

= I: (_1)J+n-l(w) dim yC'J(n'xw)y 
j 

253 

Combining these equalities, we obtain (4.6.1) and therefore have shown 
Theorem (4.6). q.e.d. 
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